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STATEMENT

Name: Mr Bickley |
Address: Known To Police

Occupation: N/A

Ph Home: KNOWN TO POLICE

Ph Work:

STATES:

On Wednesday the Sth of August, 2007,1 was asked by Detective Senior Constable 

HAYES from the Purana Taskforce to view some photographs.

I was then handed a closed white folder and read the ‘important information to the 

viewer which is printed on the front. It stated the following:

You will be asked to look at a group of scanned images of original photographs. The 

fact that the images are shown to you should not influence your judgement. You should 

not conclude or guess that the images contain the image of the person/item you have 

been asked to identify. You are not in anyway obliged to identify anyone or anything.

Please view each photograph carefully and indicate if you can identify any person/item 

whose photograph is displayed herein. Please do not discuss the case with other 

witnesses, nor indicate to other witnesses in any way that you have or have not 

identified someone or something.

Upon opened the folder and observed photo images of male persons. I identified this 

folder as being produced by Senior Constable THWAITES on 07/08/2007.

I viewed each image and identified the image marked as Photo Number ...fe
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I indicated to Photo Number ..........by and

saying;

The person in this image is the person I have previously referred to in my statements as 

‘G’. ‘G’ is the person dial was introduced to me by ‘Eddie’ and whom I describe in my 

statements as the person I supplied chemicals to, received ecstasy powder from and 

returned pressed ecstasy tablets to.

Mr Bickley
statement taken and signature witnessed by me 
at PM on 8/08/2007 at Melbourne.

Craig HAYES
Detective Senior Constable 31082

I hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and correct and I make it in the belief 
that a person making a false statement in the circumstances is liable to the penalties of

Mr Bickley 

Acknowledgment made and signature witnessed by me 
at ...1.;..'^.^..,.. PM on 8/08/2007 at Melbourne.

Craig HAYES
Detective Senior Constable 31082
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